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Audio-Visual Entrainment: Safety and Tru-Vu Omniscreen Eyesets
Dave Siever, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada
Because photic induced seizures occur approximately 1:10,000 in adults and 1:4,000 in those
aged from 5 to 24 years as reported by Newmark and Penry (1979) and Jeavons, Bishop and
Harding (1986), care must be taken when delivering photic stimulation, particularly to children.
Physiological photic stimulators generally used to induce seizures employ Xenon strobe lights
that reach maximum brightness within 50 micro-seconds at intensities of 10,000-300,000 lux.
Carterette and Symmes (1952) first reported that red-flicker provoked an increased photoconvulsive response (PCR) relative to other wavelengths. Since then, this finding has been
reported by Bickford (1953); Marshall (1953); Pantelakis (1962); Kojima (1963); Brausch and
Ferguson (1965); Harley (1967); Takahashi and Tsukahara (1972a, 1973).
It has also been reported by Carterette and Symmes (1952); Brausch and Ferguson (1965);
Buskirk (1952); Marshall et al (1953); Bickford (1954); Asano and Umezaki (1965); Maruyama
(1968); Takahashi and Tsukahara (1972b) and Harley (1967) that red-removing eyeglasses or
contact lenses afforded clinical relief to patients with photogenic epilepsy. Kasteleijn-Nolst
Trenite (1989) found that in 100 PCR participants, 81 showed sensitivity with eyes closed while
66 were sensitive with their eyes opened. Harding and Jeavons (1994) found that peak PCR
sensitivity occurs from 15 - 20 flashes per second. Takahashi and Tsukahara (1976) measured
IPS induced PCRs under controlled lighting conditions. They observed that PCRs were most
frequently induced with red light stimulation at 15 to 20 Hz and that it was superior in producing
PCRs than stroboscopic (white) light. In all 14 cases generalized PCRs of sharp and wave and
spike and wave complex were induced. They also found that 20 cd/m2 were inhibited by blue
light of 1.9 cd/m2. All of these studies used a brief, intense flash pulse. Ruuskanen-Uoti (1994)
reported on a person who developed seizures while using a “light and sound” machine utilizing
square wave stimulation delivered by red light emitting diodes (LEDs).
Brief, intense flashes produce harmonic activity in the brain, Van der Tweel and Verduyn (1965)
whereas sine wave stimulation produces a sine-like response (insignificant harmonic activity).
Van der Tweel and Verduyn (1965), Townsend (1973), Donker (1978) and Regan (1965) all
agree that sine-wave modulated light eliminates the problem of light intensity from a Xenon
strobe increasing with frequency and the harmonics generated within the neo-cortex at frequency
multiples much higher than the fundamental at times. It has been our observations that square
wave LED flashing at 7 Hz can produce strong harmonics between 20 and 40 Hz. Of these sine
wave stimulation studies, the concern of inducing seizures is completely omitted from the
studies. In the raw EEGs shown in the studies, there are no signs of epileptiform activity nor any
discussion about it.
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The Advantage of Tru-Vu Omniscreen Eyesets
There are many manufacturers of eyesets who have not taken proper care in design to ensure
safety. Some of these eyesets create problems because:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

they use square wave stimulation.
many use red LEDs.
the LEDs stick out into the eyes with intense, foveal (middle of visual field) stimulation.
they use clear encase LEDs and/or
they use whole eye stimulation rather than field stimulation.

At Mind Alive Inc., we have taken precautions to ensure that your AVE experience is not only
enjoyable, but safe.
1)
To address the concerns of eliciting a photic induced seizure, the Omniscreen eyesets
used with the DAVID Paradise XL systems have a slowed turn-on and-off time of about 15
msec. The waveform from our DAVID Pal system uses sine wave stimulation for frequencies
from 10 and below. As mentioned, sine wave stimulation has been shown NOT to produce
seizures. Square wave stimulation from other systems produces a harmonic at 3 times the
stimulation frequency. What this means is that 10 Hz alpha (meditation) stimulation will often
generate a 30 Hz (anxiety producing) brain wave in the user. What’s worse is that people who
are prone to anxiety are most susceptible to having an anxiety or panic reaction to square wave
stimulation. These manufacturers use square wave stimulation because it is easy and cheap to
generate from microcomputer ports used in their systems. Sine wave stimulation used in the
DAVID Pal doesn’t produce the harmonics that square wave stimulation does and will not
produce entrainment-induced anxiety while stimulating in the alpha and theta ranges.
2)
As is indicated in the research, the red light emitted from some of these eyesets increases
the chance of having a seizure. Our in-house studies also show that red and orange color
stimulation blocks the relaxation process that entrainment is attempting to obtain. This is why we
tint the overlays a light blue in DAVID Paradise XL which uses incandescent bulbs and use
blue-tinted white LEDs in our DAVID Pals.
3)
The foveal stimulation of these other eyesets and lightframes stimulates only about 1/3 of
a square inch of visual field, which makes a bright spot in the middle of the user’s vision.
Because our eyes roll about somewhat when they are closed, this bright spot “bounces” about in
the user’s visual field. Because our brains are made to detect change, this constantly moving
bright spot triggers the brain to constantly become alert in response to what it thinks is new
stimulation, which in turn destroys the meditative, relaxed state the user is trying to get into in
the first place. The Omniscreen eyesets illuminate a full 2 square inches per eye, which provides
smooth, even illumination, meaning that as the eyes roll about, the brain won’t perceive any
changes significant enough to alert it.
4)
LEDs produce laser light. Many of these other eyeserts use LEDs encased in clear plastic.
According to tests done at the Alberta Laser Institute, these LEDs can actually burn the retinas of
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the user’s eyes if accidentally used with their eyes open, regardless of the color emitted from the
LED. In the Omniscreen eyesets, the protective overlay in front of the LEDs break up the light,
rendering them completely safe to use.
5)
Stimulation alternating back and forth from the left and right eyes is very dissociating and
frequently makes people nauseous, in part because this type of stimulation generates a “mishmash” of disorganized frequency responses within the brain. Our TruVu eyesets utilize split field
stimulation, which is far less likely to produce nausea. TruVu stimulation also allows a different
frequency to be stimulated into each side of the brain, which is essential for treating certain
conditions such as depression, ADD and cognitive decline in seniors. We hold the patent on
separate field stimulation and have licensed this technique to one competitor.
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